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ABSTRACT 

This article is a study-based research on the starting of universe,the emergence of Big Bang theory and hypothetical 

theory which consists of incomprehensible properties that occurred 15billion years ago. The theory tells us about the 

how the universe is formed and explains about the matter how it interacts with each other. 
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1. THE BIG BANG 

The Big Bang theory is a widely accepted theory in space science because of the different events occurring in galaxies 

and space. This theory relates the events occurred in past with the help of cosmic light left over from that period 

which is still travelling to earth. Thelawthat relates the increasing wavelengthwith the distant galaxies is Hubble’s 

Law and on other side Doppler law,is the change in frequency of a moving object by a stationary observer, such as the 

change in pitch of a horn of a car as it gets closer and recedes from to someone standing at rest. As the object gets 

more closer to the observer, the wavelength increases making the pitch to increase, and the opposite occurs as the 

object passes and travels away from the observer. The same effect is also used by astronomers when observing the 

“red shift” of galaxies in space to determine their velocity. 

This theory explainsthat how the universe started expanding, and how the observable universe formed. This cosmic 

model states that the time, space and energy already existed. But it lacks explanation that where it came from or how 

it came to existence. We all think that the Big Bang was the origin of the universe, but it lacks explanation about the 

existence of universe how it started? But according to the data we have collected until now we know that the universe 

has been expanding so far and still expanding, so it must me way denser in the past when it all started.the theory 

describes a high-density state preceded by a singularity in which space and time loose meaning.  

Singularity is defined as the point in spacetime where the mass and gravitational field of a celestial body is predicted 

to become infinite by general relativity in a way that does not depend on the coordinate system.Since the quantities 

become infinite at the singularity point, the laws of physics do not work at this point andbecause of the scaler 

invariant curvatures of spacetime, we can’t measure the strength of gravitational field their, which consist of 

measurement of density of matter. 

Gravitational singularities are mainly considered in the context of general relativity, at the centre of a black hole 

gravity becomes infinite, and within astrophysics and cosmology as the earliest state of the universe during the Big 

Bang/White Hole. Astrophysicists are confusedif the prediction of singularities means that they actually exist or they 

existedbefore, but so far we humans don’t have enough knowledge in extreme denser matter.In 1915, TheEinstein 

Field equations (General theory of relativity) were published by Einstein in the form of a tensorequation which relates 

the local spacetime curvaturewith the local energy, momentum and stress within that spacetime. These equations 

relate the geometry of spacetime to the distribution of matter within it. 

 

where Gμν is the Einstein tensor, Tμν is the stress–energy tensor, Λ is the cosmological constant, gμν is the metric 

tensor and κ is the Einstein gravitational constant. 
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Space itself is expanding with time in every direction and the physical distances increases between comoving 

points.The age of the universe we can know it as far we know the rate of expansion of universe and by changing it to 

reverse order, we can get the age of universe. The result is that space started expanding 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years 

ago. The data has now been determined to within 1% accuracy.At thetime of born, the universewas extremely hot and 

very compact, and until now it has beencooling downand expanding.In cosmic studies, so far the scientists and 

astrophysicists have been both in favour and as well as the opposition of The big bang but most of them have always 

been in favour because of the studies so far.At the beginning of the universe, scientistsdetermined that there were only 

two elements at starting of universe that where hydrogen and heliumas detected by astronomers.75% hydrogen and 

25% heliumin proportion predicted to have been formed during the explosion of big bang. This is the nucleosynthesis 

of the light elements. We must be guessing how we can look back in time when even we did notexist and make 

assumptions on our universe. We can know about the past of our universe because of the cosmic microwave 

background radiation these radiations are still present in universe which were left after the big bang explosion and it 

travelled of to the far parts of universe. And this light from distant parts of the universe is just now arriving here at 

Earth, billions of years after the Big Bang.All the characteristics show that this light must have been from thebig bang 

explosion and due to the properties of heat and light as far humans have understood, the expansion of the universe 

over most of its history has been relatively gradual. Right now,our universe is about 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years but 

as far the humankind is observing objects that were much closer but are now considerably farther away, a static 13.8 

billion light-years distance. the diameter of the observable universe is estimated at about 93 billion light-years or 28 

billion parsecs. 

1.1 Hubble Ultra Deep Field Diagram 

The Hubble Deep Field visible light (HDF), released in 1996, looked back about 1.0 billion years after the Big Bang. 

The Hubble Ultra Deep Field visible-light (HUDF), released March 2004, with even more further vision a time only 

0.7 billion years after the Big Bang, close to the period when the first galaxies and clusters in space formed. 

HUDF Image Credits: NASA, ESA, S. Beckwith (STScI) and the HUDF Team 
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This image gives us glimpse of the formation of vast universe which humankind have observed XDF (eXtreme Deep 

Field), thisimage was result of combining 10 years of NASA Hubble Space Telescope photographs taken of a patch of 

sky at the centre of the original Hubble Ultra Deep Field. This collection of faint light reveals different apart and close 

galaxies. This image gives us the deepest image ever taken in time. 

 

 

2. DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY 

As per theWMAP data fromyear 2008tells us that the universe's contents consist of ~ 4.6% atoms or ordinary matter, 

thematter from which stars and planets are formed. Dark matter comprised ~ 23% of the universe. Dark matter is 

different from ordinary matter. It does not emit or absorb light. It has only been detected indirectly by its gravity. the 

universe is composed of "dark energy" in a impressive ~72% proportion that acts as a sort of anti-gravity. This 

energy, distinct from dark matter, is the reason of expansion of universe and the rate is increasing as the time is 

passing. WMAP data is accurate to two digits, so the total of these numbers is not 100%. This reflects the limit of 

WMAP's ability to define Dark Matter and Dark Energy. 

 

 

2.1 - Dark matter 

Dark matterpresence is implied in a variety of astrophysical observations, the effects or behaviour nearby it can’t be 

explained by the normal laws of physics we have so we need to do more research on it. Most of the astrophysicists 

think that dark matter is abundant in the universe and that it has plays a strong role on structure and evolution of 

universe. Dark matter cannot be easily detected becauseit does not appear to interact with the electromagnetic field, 

that means it does not absorb, reflect or emit electromagnetic radiation and hence that’s why it’s called dark. Dark 

matter is a form of matter thought to account for approximately 85% of the matter in the universe and about a quarter 

of its total mass-energy density or about 2.24×10-27kg/m3.the main physical parameters in gaseous dark matter is, 

namely a pressure, a density and a temperature: 
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 Here, the pressure and temperature are given in the SI system of units, adopted for the ordinary baryonic matter and a 

nature surrounding us. 

 

The study conducted by Dr. Allan Sandage, the Carnegie Observatories astronomer, called cosmology "the search for 

two numbers" he states that: 

1- The first number is the Hubble constant, which tells us how fast the universe is expanding. Together with the 

other number telling how fast the expansion is slowing, this determine whether the universe will expand 

furtherforever,or it will come to end.  

2- The second number, which is known as the deceleration parameter, indicates how much the cosmos had been 

warped by the density of its contents. Space would be curved or in spherical shape when it is a high-density 

universe. This type of universe would eventually stop expanding and fall back together in a big crunch that 

would extinguish space and time, as well as the galaxies and stars that inhabit them. A low-density universe 

will be opposite of high-density universe, it would have an "open" curvature like a saddle, harder to envision, 

and would expand forever. In between with no curvature at all was a "Goldilocks" universe with just the right 

density to expand forever but more and more slowly, so that after an infinite time it would come to end in 

expansion. This was a "flat" universe in the cosmological parlance, and to many theorists the simplest and 

most mathematically beautiful solution of all. 

 

2.2 - Dark energy 

Dark energy is the mysterious force that is causing the rate of expansion of our universe to accelerate over time, rather 

than to slow down, it’s kind of anti-gravity.That is contrary to what one might expect from a universe that began in a 

Big Bang,scientiststhought the expansion might continue forever, orif the universe had enough mass and therefore 

enough self-gravity it may collapse under its own gravity causing a Big Crunch. In the latest cosmic studies, the 

universe is seen as expanding faster today than billions of years ago. What could be causing the rate of expansion to 

increase? Astronomers now sometimes speak of a repulsive force acting opposite as a possible way to understand it. 

In late 1990’s, most cosmologists had a beliefthat the universe did not have enough mass to cause a Big Crunch. But 

In particular, data acquired by the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey seemed to confirm 

the universe would expand forever, albeit at an ever-slowing rate as the universe’s own mass and own gravity tried to 

pull it back. 

The first revolutionaryclue came to discovery in 1998 during a survey of Type 1A supernovae. These massive 

explosions of dying giant stars are extremely useful to astronomers and cosmologist because the output is exactly the 

same amount of light and can therefore be used as so-called “standard candles” to calculate distances in the cosmos. 

And the distance can be estimated by the brightness of light and how far it is for example we can estimate the distance 

of candle with dim light if we far, but if we go close to it the brightness increase. 
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Dark energy is one of the great unsolved mysteries of cosmology. It makes up 71.4 % of everything in the universe, 

with normal, so-called “baryonic” matter – every bit of matter we can actually see – comprising a very small 5%, with 

the rest consisting of dark matter and that’s again a cosmic mystery. 

Dark energy does behave like anti-gravity force, but its nature and origin remain unknownhumankind don’t know 

about it much. One of its greatest mysteries is why dark energy started to dominate the rate of expansion of the 

universe at a particular point in time billions of years after the Big Bang. If it exists now, why it wasn’t it there when 

universe started expanding? 

The physics of dark energy are highly analytical. One idea which has gained ground in recent years is that dark energy 

resembles a force known as “quintessence,” which is a relative of the Higgs Field. But yet there is no observational 

evidence to support or discount this.Cosmologistsdoes not have any idea if dark energy will continue to accelerate the 

universe’s expansion forever, leading to a scenario, far in the future, where the acceleration will overcome the forces 

that hold the universe together and literally tear all matter in the cosmos apart, in a nightmare scenario known as 

the Big Rip. 
 

Alternatives to Dark Energy have been proposed by scientists that our Galaxy sits inside a region of low density caused by 

the passage of a density wave. The Big Bang may have created this large-scale wave in space-time. As this primordial wave 

moved through the universe, it left behind a low-density ripple several tens of millions of light-years across where the 

galaxy exists now. Whilst possible, this difference in the properties of space-time would violate the Copernican principle 

which states that the universe, on large scales is homogenous. This image is The Cosmic Microwave Background 

temperature fluctuations from the 7-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe data seen over the full 

sky. It’s a Mollweide projection of the temperature variations over the celestial sphere.The average 

temperature is 2.725 Kelvin degrees above absolute zero (absolute zero is equivalent to -273ºC or -459 ºF), 

and these colours represent the tiny temperature fluctuations, Red regions are warmer and blue regions are 

colder by about 0.0002 degrees. This map is the ILC (Internal Linear Combination) map, which subtract out 

noise from the galaxy and other sources. The technique is of uncertain reliability, especially on smaller 

scales ,so other maps are typically used for detailed scientific analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.Neutron stars Neutron stars are one of the most extreme and violent things in the universe. They have gigantic 

nuclei as like of massive stars but only is few km in diameter. The plasma inside the core is so dense , as the gravity 

pulls it towards the core which leads the hydrogen (H) to fuse into helium (He) and this fusion releases immense 

energy which works against gravity and as long as it exists the star are pretty stable. But their would be a time when 

the stars will lack hydrogen and at  that time the stars which are medium size like our sun grows into a big massive  

giant where it burn helium into carbon and oxygen and turn eventually in white dwarf. But if there is a star many time 

massive than our size of sun the gravity squeezing the core with extreme force and making the core burn faster and 

hotter this makes the star fuse heavier and heavier elements like carbon burns to neon in  
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few centuries, neon to oxygen in years , oxygen to silicon in months and silicon to iron in a day this comes to the 

death of the star . Iron cant be fused anymore and it doesn’t have energy to give ,this cause the star to collapse under 

its own immense gravity, this extreme pressure make the protons and electrons to fuse into neutrons which gets 

packed as tightly  as atomic nuclei. This makes the star a size of a normal planet just as small a size of city(a few km 

in diameter). The gravity pulls out the outer layers of stars towards the core at extreme speeds causing it to explode 

into Supernovae, Throwing out all the rest of star into space and what remains there is only Neutron star. As per the 

studies the mass of that neutron stars with 25km wide cube weighs about 1million times of earth. The temperature at 

their surfaces reach about 1million degree Celsius. When Neutron stars collapses its rotation rate increases as a result 

of conservation of angular momentum, they spins many 100 times per second these create pulses because of the 

magnetic field creates a beam of radio waves that passes every time they spin. These magnetic fields are the strongest 

in the universe about 108 and 1015times stronger than earth. Scientists believe that all those heavy elements like gold, 

platinum are formed due to kilonova explosion due to the collision of two neutron stars forming into black hole and 

dying, and after uncountable explosions we have these heavy elements still present on different planets and in our 

solar system. 

3.1 Types of Neutron stars 

a. Magnetar - A magnetar is a neutron Star with a particularly Strong magnetic 

field,about 1,000 times stronger than a normal neutron star. That's about atrillion 

times stronger than Earth's magnetic field and about 100 milliontimes stronger 

than the most powerful magnets ever made by humans.Scientists have only 

discovered about 30 magnetars so far. 

 

 

 

b. Pulsars - Most of the roughly 3,000 known neutron Stars are pulsars, which 

emittwin beams of radiation trom their magnetic poles. Those poles may notbe 

precisely aligned With the neutron star's rotation axis, so as theneutron star 

spins, the beams sweep across the sky, like beams from alighthouse. TO 

observers on Earth, this can make it 100k as though thepulsar's light is pulsing 

on and Off. 

 

 

 

c. Pulsars + magnetars -These are neutron stars with both the properties of 

magnetars as well as pulsars. There are now Six known neutron stars that are 

both pulsarsand magnetars. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.Black holes 

The most mysterious and majestic elements of our space, with so enormous 

gravity that can convert every 3-dimensional object into 2d, nothingcan escape 

from it no radiations, no matter not even light.According to general relativity 

theory by Albert Einstein blackhole can deform spacetime.As we learned how 

the neutron stars are formed similarly,when the star which is many times way 

massive than our sun and enough big to collapse under its gravity it forms into a black hole. The closest black hole to 

our planet earth is HR 6819, It’s about 1,000 light-years away, or roughly 9.5 thousand, million, million km, in the 

Constellation Telescopium. But we might have many more                                         HR 6819 hierarchical triple star system 

which we even don’t know about.   

"In the Milky Way, the idea is that there should be about 100 million black holes. So there should be perhaps a 

couple more that are closer by still," Marianne Heida, a postdoctoral fellow at ESO  
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Black hole behaves like a perfect black body it never lets the light pass out and never reflects or radiate light, it 

absorbs the matter from nearby surrounding and adds up into its mass. Consider earth, the escape velocity required by 

an object to get out of earth atmosphere is  around 40,000km/hr at the same place imagine the enormous gravity of the 

black hole that even light can’t get through the force of gravity , the object requires the velocity more than the speed 

of light.When mass of the star lies between 0.8 and 10 times the solar mass, when the fuel decreases to a critical point, 

the star expands as a super-giant generating a process known as white dwarf. When mass of the star is 10 to 25 solar 

masses, after its nuclear fuel decreases to the critical point, the star explodes in a supernova. Forming neutron star that 

has a mass of about 1.4 times the Sun’s mass and radius of around 20 to 25 km. When the mass of the star is more 

than 25 times the mass of the Sun, after exploding in a supernova or kilonova, the star forms in a black hole. There is 

a hypothetical possibility of exiting the black hole into a different spacetime with the black hole acting as a wormhole. 

Density of a black hole is given by: - 

Parts of black hole- 

Singularity- the centre of black hole we have a point called singularity, at 

that moment the space and time doesn’t make any sense and the laws of physics fails 

doesn’t make any sense. Gravitational singularities are considered in the context of 

general relativity, where density apparently becomes infinite at the centre of a black hole. 

Event horizon- the strange thing that surrounds the blackhole from the surroundings and it shows the 

extreme strange behaviour and properties nearby it. It’s a spherical surface one can enter into it but can’t leave 

because of the enormous gravity. The escape velocity at this place is same as of speed of light but outside event 

horizon its less than speed of light. 

Photon sphere- a location where the light bends and tends to travel in circular path because of the enormous gravity. 

the place where photons orbit the black hole is known as photon sphere. Centrifugal force falls to zero at the photon 

sphere, including non-freefall orbits at any speed, i.e. it ..photon sphere is given by. 

 

Ergosphere- the place where the 

objects cannot remain in place or stand still, this region is outside 

event horizon and is known as ergosphere.When we have a rotating 

black hole, the ergosphere is associated with the stationary limit, the 

location at which space-time is flowing at the speed of light, 

making stationary particles that would be travelling at the speed of light. Within the 

stationary limit, no particles can remain at rest, even though they are outside the 

event horizon. 

Innermost stable circular orbit(ISCO)-a place where atest particle can circularly orbit 

around a gigantic object in general relativity. The spin of a black hole decides the 

location of ISCO. 

5.Worm holes (Einstein–Rosen bridge or Einstein–Rosen wormhole) 

Consider two points A to B , having a certain distance in space as billions of light years its quite impossible to 

visualise worm holes in 3d space , but in 2d we can consider  a paper having two 

points A to B having a certain distance travelling from a to b in this way will take 

long  but if we fold the paper in half in such a way that point A and B are parallel to 

each other a short tube is connecting them as like a tunnel making 

the distance way smaller and time travel faster. We can consider 

worm hole as a tunnel with two different ends at separate points in spacetime. 

Worm holes could make billion light years distance into some short distance in 

few meters or maybe different universe at different point of time. 

 

A three-dimensional wormhole will have exits and entrances that are 3-d spheres rather 

than 2-d rings. Worm holes are related to Einstein general relativity theory. Worm holes 

in which we can travel in both directions are known as traversable wormholes, 
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but this is only possible when stranger matter with negative energy density stabilize it. 

 

5.1 Wormholes as time machine  
 

As worm holes make travelling far distances in space with speed faster than of light, this makes the wormholes as 

time machine. Relativity explains us that the time will differ as with the observer time on earth with the spaceship 

travelling at the speed in a wormhole. A small duration of time in spaceship will pass millions of light years of 

travelling distance in few weeks. But in normal space thousand of millions of light years will pass by depending on 

how far and at what speed they were travelling.Similarly, if the same spaceship went back to earth via wormhole it 

can come back in past and only the time travelled in wormhole would pass by. In this way, wormholes could be used 

to traveling into the past, but the time traveller could not come back at the same time to the earth when he left this is 

the time travel paradox we could face. 

 

5.2 Do they really exist? 
Until now, there are no observational clues or any proof of existence of wormholes they still are hypothetical theory in 

astrophysics. scientists are still looking forward on any clues or existence of wormholes, they need to speculate how 

to observe or find them. Somehow, stable, traversable wormholes could only  exist if their exits and openings were 

held open by exotic or strange  matter with a negative energy density. Human kind requires futuristic technologies and 

capabilities which can tell difference between the blackholes and wormholes, to see if  how the space-time and matter 

behave for certain kinds of black holes or wormholes. But certainly, if we found it, noble prize is on the way. 

 

 

6. NEUTRINOS 

 

Neutrinos are the fundamental particles that were first formed in the first second of the early universe, even before 

atoms started existing. They are everywhere, in our galaxy, sun, stars planets everywhere penetrating it without 

harming normal matter, even they are passing our body several of thousands of them leaving us unharmed.They are 

getting formed in nuclear reactions in our sun, stars and even here at our earth. 

6.1 Types of neutrinos (based on their charge) 

a) electron neutrinos 

b) muon neutrinos 

c) tau neutrinos 

the standard model of neutrinos consists of three generations and each have 

two quarks a neutrino and a charged particle.quarks and leptons are the sub 

elements of these particles. Neutrinos don’t have any electric charge and our 

nearly mass less. The quarks react with strong nuclear forces and leptons 

with weak nuclear force. 

Until early 1960’s, no one knows about neutrinos but they got predicted in 1931. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Our universe is still expanding at the extreme rates making it more difficult for us to understand the nature of it and 

how new things are coming to existence. Human curiosity and nature of humans will never stop learning and 

experimenting in order to get information and data about anything we do not know. Humans will find interesting 

information with advancement in technologies, and we do not know much it is like, as more we know about it, is less 

and still most of it is we do not know. So, we can hope for the research going on in order to get new information and 

we could understand our vast universe and with its strangest things present in there. 
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